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Quality affordable housing 1941 Quality affordable housing 2027

AHMA PSW California Conference
David A. Smith • Affordable Housing Institute

9:00-11:00 am • Monday • May 16, 2022

Bunker Hill public housing, Charlestown, MA, publicly owned
Built 1940, 1,100 apartments, by 2021 Extremely Low Income

The future of affordable housing: Exit Covid, enter inflation!
Leading cities into the post-Covid environment

After complete multi-phase demolition and rebuilding on same site:
2,699 mixed-income apartments with public housing intermingled

• Part 1: Affordable housing in 2027

• Here it comes, ready or not

• Part 2: Affordable housing and 21st century cities

• Part 3: Affordable housing, urban health, and social issues

• Before and after Covid

• Progressive social causes, infrastructure upgrading

• “Housing in the foundation”

• Part 4: Fun with inflation

• Here it comes, ready or not

• Part 5: Housing and public health in 2027

Structure of this presentation
and it comes with a Survival Guide
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How to survive this talk

• Don’t try to read all the text
• Just enjoy the jokes
• Full deck of slides available afterwards

• Visually let me know how I’m doing: ☺ or 
• Email afterwards any time

• dsmith@affordablehousinginstitute.org

All AHI talks comply with all OSHA guidelines, EPA 
regulations, and Handbook 4350.1

© 2022 Affordable Housing Institute
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Part 1: Affordable housing in 2027
“Prediction is very difficult, especially if it’s about the future.”  – Niels Bohr, 1937

7 April 2021

Monsanto House of the Future, 1957
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1. Anti-exclusionary zoning movements is fully embedded in urban policy
• Racial inclusion, affirmative social inclusion

• Zoning’s tipping point? (Marijuana decriminalization, Uber/ Lyft destroy taxi monopolies)

2. Employer-employee relationships have undergone big changes
• Virtual job mobility  Easy poaching  Perma-giggers?

• Reorient recruitment, retention, career path/ career mentor, loyalty, promotion/ compensation expectations

• What are your organization’s requirements for IRL interactions?

3. Ubiquitous in-home broadband has upended resident dynamics
• Residents have independent asymmetric voice in their living experience

• Huge consolidation/ elimination/ evolution forces

4. Health tech permeates affordable housing
• Preventive/ aversionary health care interwoven

• IAQ monitoring.  Biometric scans (infrared thermometers).   Flow metering. 

• AI-managed airflow rates.  Self-disinfecting systems.  UV surface disinfection

5. Housing-plus-customized-services is the competitive frontier
• Housing as the nexus of life improvement: “Cal State Virtual University”

Affordable housing in 2027: The inventory
“Efficient technology is like the flu – sooner or later everybody gets it.” – Alexander Jablokow, 1990
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6. Inflation has reset the economy and the capital markets

• We’re all living the new Red Queen’s Race

• Variable-rate finance or high fixed rates: Choose your poison

7. Private equity and enterprise finance are endemic
• Growth/ takeover/ scaling dynamics: Blackstone’s moral epiphany?

• The monetization of virtue: Sustainability Bonds

8. Innovation frontier: Affordable housing as part of family wealth-building

• “If you’re not helping break the cycle of poverty, you’re perpetuating it”

• Employer assisted, mixed-use, campus-style services (virtual clinics, day care)

• LIHTC becomes its own parallel universe

9. New tenure models are proliferating: rent-to-own, shared-equity, shared-appreciation

• With affordability elements, employer assistance, expanded CRA initiatives

10. Campus-based institutions are co-development partners (4+1 of sustainable jobs)

• Bring land, demand aggregation, risk reduction, local voice legitimacy

Affordable housing in 2027: The business
“The future is already here – it’s just not evenly distributed” – William Gibson, 2003
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• “Housing is where jobs go to sleep at night”
• Affordable housing is where essential jobs go to sleep at night

• “People who make the city work” should live in the city they work

• “1 = 1 + 1”
• Add +1 job to your urban economy … and you add +1 home
• Add +1 weekday round-trip commute

• The ‘5-to-1’ rule: +1 high-income job → +5 mid-low-income jobs

• H + T = 60%
• Housing cost plus transportation  60% of household budget
• If one goes down, the other goes up

• “The rent eats first”
• When people have more disposable income, they spend it on food, 

children’s education, and health

+1 job = +1 home and +1 commute

A failure of urban planning, otherwise known as 
the Los Angeles 405 at any time

Covid’s daily transmission vector

Part 2: Affordable housing and 21st century cities
Economic infrastructure, where jobs go to sleep at night
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Communities

Households

• Affordable housing anchors communities
• ‘Green sustainable cities’ 
•  Urban affordable housing

• Housing touches everything
• Jobs, transport, health, safety, community

• Scale of success is neighborhood-plus
• Time test of success is capital reinvestment

• Affordability is end objective in itself
• ‘Decent, safe, and sanitary’

• Scale of success is the property
• Time test of success is property viability
• Households start out independent

• Affordability is just start
• “Housing plus services”
• Housing is the platform for improvement
• People are less than independent

• Scale of success is person or household
• Time test of success is life improvement

Affordable housing

Housing is where community meets households
Fabric that holds mixed-income cities together and enables sustainability

• Sustainable growth from 4+1 sectors

• Education
• Universities, graduate schools

• Tech
• Startups and innovation
• High-tech, app tech, health tech

• Health care
• Hospitals, clinics, research

• Government
• Laws, money, enabling change

• Leisure: Tourists and locals

Leisure is the opposable thumb

Affordable housing always costs money
More in booming economies, supply constraints

• Economic development drives housing values

• Growth → jobs → people → spending

• Growth increases ‘need’ and ‘effective demand’

• Need is how many units

• Effective demand is how much economic buying power consumers have

• Financeable demand is how much of a loan they can take out

• Economy means affordability
• A growing economy makes housing affordability worse: loss of affordability is an ‘unfortunate side effect’

• By itself the market will never produce ‘enough’ affordable housing

• Housing is adversely selected within real estate development

• Office, R&D, commercial, hotels all pencil out better than housing

• Affordable housing is adversely selected within residential

• Market quality product at below market economic value

• Government has to become involved … to add resources ‘at the margin’
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A MONSTER SOUP commonly called THAMES WATER, 1828
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Part 3: Affordable housing, public health, and social issues
Urbanization → informality → slums → epidemics → infrastructure retrofit → social reform

“Father Thames introduces his offspring to the fair city of London”

Retrofitting public health infrastructure: below grade on upward
Catastrophe is a precondition to fundamental reform

• Thames pollution: The Great Stink of 1857
• 1858: Michael Faraday’s investigation
• 1865-75: Bazalgette’s London sewer system

• Built alongside railway and underground lines
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Public health regulation of housing, local → national
Zoning, building codes, and regulations arise out of public health and safety 

• Until ~1900, most ‘developed world’ housing was self-built
• Zoning largely non-existent

• Infrastructure (e.g. ‘turnpikes’) privately developed and maintained

• Cities grew without plan except (i) after disaster (e.g. Great Fire) or (ii) under imperial decree

• Building codes & zoning reshape industrial-technological-vertical city
• Building codes, 1890s, to reduce fire risk

• Zoning, 1916: tannery, coal plant, slums downwind and downstream

• Urban clearance as public health imperative
• First initiative, Washington (DC) Sanitary Housing Company, 1904

• Started by George M. Sternberg, bacteriologist, Army Surgeon General

• Eminent domain to clean up cities
• Condemnation (Board of Health) and in rem taking for real estate taxes

• Eradication of the boarding house (flophouse)

• ‘Blight’ as the standard justifying wholesale urban renewal

• Urban renewal (Robert Moses)

5/10/2022
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 Washington, DC, 1914: alleyway shacks 

 General George Miller Sternberg
(“father of American bacteriology”)

Anti-Moses poster ~1955 
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The progressive-policy synergy of affordable housing and health
Affordable housing has long been associated with progressive, social justice causes

• Religious industrialists
• Lowell mills (cotton) women’s boarding houses, 1850s

• Lord Lever (soap), Port Sunlight (Liverpool), 1880s

• Settlement house movement (UK and US)
• Jane Addams: peace activist, social workers, women’s suffrage → developers

• US: From plutocrats to philanthropists:
• Carnegie, Rockefeller, Ford → Gates, Zuckerberg, and now Bezos → donors

• Use public resources to make propositions economic
• Laws and money → Outputs, outcomes, and impact

• Affordable housing is a carrier wave for change
• People drawn to affordable housing are often drawn to other progressive causes

• Regulated & subsidy →Mandate to lead change

• Dial up the subsidy or regulation → Secondary social benefits

• Embrace higher socially desirable standards
• LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) standards

5/10/2022
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 Boott Cotton Mills, Lowell, MA  1850s  
Hull House Settlement, Chicago   1880s   

Public health regulation of housing: Nationalizing property use
Zoning, building codes, and regulations arise out of public health and safety 

• Driven by four things: laws, lawsuits, insurance costs, customer behaviors
• Federal laws governing habitability of structures

• Irony: Most hazardous substances were used because they were fire-retardant

• Lead-based paint (1979, banned in US)
• Lead poisoning (pewter dishes) probably drove the Roman emperors mad

• ‘Lead laterals’ (1985 banned in homes) underground (water)

• CERCLA (Superfund), 1980 et seq.

• Asbestos (1982), Johns Manville bankruptcy

• Sprinklers in high-rises (1986)

• (Leaking) Underground Storage Tanks (1988)

• Arsenic in pressure-treated wood (2003)
• Decks, picnic tables, children’s play structures

• Mold (2002)

• Radon (2005)

• CDC eviction moratoria (2020)

5/10/2022
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Cleaning up the living environment: life after Covid
“A decent, safe, affordable housing is like a vaccine” – Dr. Megan Sandel, Boston Medical Center

WPA posters promoting public housing (‘slum clearance’), 1937
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Social Determinants of Health
“Tell me your zip code, I’ll tell you your life expectancy”
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• Socio-economic
• Family stability, income stability, education

• Physical environment (including neighborhood)
• Community safety

• Tenure security (no eviction, no school disruption)

• Clean air, clean water, no rats, roaches, or bad plumbing

• Eviction, by Matthew Desmond

• Health behaviors
• Covid vaccination facilitation

• Diet and exercise → Food deserts

• Lack of health insurance → Emergency room visits

• Alcohol abuse, behavioral health, MKE mobile crisis unit
• Case managers in-home case managers

• STIs

• Non-Communicable Diseases
• Heart disease, tobacco (cancer, respiratory), diabetes

• Health care
• Digital divide, broadband wi-fi reaching homes

• “Urban Gini coefficients” amplify health vulnerability

• Rich and poor in immediate proximity

• High urban Giri coefficients outbreaks are health-
vulnerable

• Anyone who commutes across socioeconomic zones

• Bus driver, delivery, daily services

Normalize healthy housing: 6 steps, 8 drivers
Inspect, remediate, encapsulate, retrofit, certify, finance

5/10/2022
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Post-catastrophe normalization in six stages

▪ Lead paint, asbestos, USTs, sprinklers, radon, mold

1. Independently inspect & report

2. Remediate urgent hazards

3. Encapsulate/ isolate controllable hazards (O&M)

4. Retrofit at next capital improvement/ financing

5. Certify post-retrofit to new Health Security ratings 

6. Tap new favorable financing via HSH certification

Broaden the C-suite

▪ Chief Health Officer, Chief Privacy Officer

▪ Health Reinvestment Act, for all larger employers

1. Rent levels (weakening market)

2. Vacancy (gaps on turnover)

3. Concessions

• Voluntary, political, judicial

4. Turnover (prep, scrub, certify):

• Compete on cleanliness

5. Insurance (deductibles, premiums)

6. Employers’ health insurance

• Workers’ comp

7. Financing

• LTV, DSC, availability, rate, tenor

8. Transactions (day of reckoning)

© 2022 Affordable Housing Institute
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Housing, health, and social issues
Health impacts, spatial exclusion, urban legacy, and racial equity

7 April 2021

Milwaukee in four maps: 
1937 redlining, housing built pre-1950, homeownership 2018, and asthma rates 2016
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Observed challenges to health-secure housing
All 7 are interconnected → Tackle all 7 simultaneously and nimbly
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Private 
capital 

bypassing or 
not sticking 
in our area

Health infra-
structure is 

in short 
supply

Community’s 
economic 
health is 
declining

Homeowners 
can’t tap 
cash to 

improve 
property

Health im-
provement
strategies 

disconnected

Interconnected
challenges

No neigh-
borhood

‘collective 
agency’ in 
our area

Gov’t money 
not being  

blended or 
levered

Milwaukee 2021: What do you see here?

Landlord 
Account-

ability 
Watchdogs

Free-to-user 
broadband 
and access

Reviving 
storefront 
live-work 

along main 
streets

Friendly 
lending for 

owner home 
improve-

ments

Health 
ambassadors

Parks Cooperative 
Initiative

(30 IC & AHI)

Greening 
vacant lots 

via 
community 

choice

Pro-bono 
investment 

banking 
support to 
city, 30 IC

20

Uplift Portfolio, proven ideas used new ways
7 interlinked initiatives, under a single non-profit community-based umbrella
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Milwaukee 2021: What do you see here?
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Part 4: Housing and public health in 2027
Health impacts, spatial exclusion, urban legacy, and racial equity

7 April 2021

The post-Covid clinic at Delhi's Rajiv Gandhi Super Specialty Hospital
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• Certification, standardization, mandate, financing incentives
• We have been through health-related crises in the built environment before

• Lead-based paint (1979); Asbestos (1982); Leaking USTs (1980s)

• Sprinklers in high-rises (1990s); Radon (2005); Mold (2010)

• Public health crises →Major urban infrastructure upgrading
• Citywide net-zero-cost-to-user broadband

• Five elements of upgrading public health infrastructure
• Medical: Self-sanitization of high-use areas

• Physical: Restructure HVAC for circulation airflow; free-to-user broadband
• Operational: Dry encounters replace wet ones (touchless screens)

• Informational: Shifting agency from institutions to self-organizing networks of 
people

• Financial/ economic: Capital costs, O&M costs, subsidy dynamics

• Unobtrusive ‘big data monitoring’ will be ubiquitous and frighteningly 
insightful
• “Freedom x Security = Constant.”  Larry Niven’s Fourth Law, 1966

• “To gain more freedom of thought and/or action, you must give up some security, 
and vice versa.”

Public health infrastructure in 2027/ 1
What happened during the Great Health Rebuild?

5/10/2022
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• Stranded-cost asset classes collapse and reconstitute

• Shopping malls; office towers; pre-2000 rental; parking garages

• Behavioral health infrastructure

• Reduce everyone’s “Kevin Bacon coefficient”

• Re-regulating the built environment

• Building codes (1890s), zoning (1916), vaccination zones (2024)

• Insurance, lending, and transfers → health infrastructure days of reckoning

• Progressive causes ‘tag along for the ride’ 

• Employer PUDs (1850s), Hull House (1890’s), non-profit housing (1915)

• Health protective costs get incorporated into business models

• Health Reinvestment Act; Chief Health Officer; Chief Privacy Officer

• Campus living reinvented: the ‘health-gated neighborhood’
• University, hospital, tech center, mega-company, government

• ‘Location-agnostic’ workers (use-dictating zoning evaporates)

Public health infrastructure in 2027/ 2
What happened during the Great Health Rebuild?

5/10/2022
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Boott Cotton Mills, Lowell, MA  1850s 
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Part 5: Inflation for fun and profit
“Or how I learned to stop worrying and love the CPI”

7 April 2021

I do not like it in my food, I do not like it in my goods
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Inflation is not one force but a swarm of forces
Its consequences move at different speeds and different times: operations

• Non-controllable expenses jump out first

• Utilities, hazard insurance, security, and real estate taxes

• CPI versus Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index

• Non-controllable expenses soon chase after them

• Maintenance, operations, administration and management

• Vendors pass on their increased costs (whether of materials or labor)

• Professional fees (legal, accounting)

• Income lags behind and runs a different race

• Lease expirations

• Section 8 contract renewal (and changes in FMR)

• Which way will the OCAF needle spin?

• LIHTC ceilings and changes in AMI (what happens when it drops?)

• Gaps widen between GPR and EGI

• Vacancy, turnover rates, leasing costs, leasing concessions

• Bad debt and collection loss

• Beware fiddles with FMR (40th percentile), CPI, and appropriations

5/10/2022
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The many horses of the inflation apocalypse 
run at different herky-jerky speeds

What’s my value 
tomorrow?

Market responses: the Red Queen’s Race
Surviving 

• Inflation destabilizes everyone relative to everyone else

• Each operating expense line item  each other lien item

• Subsidized rents market rents

• Households’ payment-to-income ratios (hint: 30% is too low)

• Capital expenditures  operating costs  deferral ‘austerity measures’

• Capital markets’ time horizons shrink

• Interest rates rise (yield curves up)

• Risk curves also rise as underwriters’ courage shrivels

• The price of fixing interest rises

• Previously settled owner-manager-investor decisions need rethinking
• “He who does not think fast winds up disoriented.”

10-May-22 26

It takes all the cost savings you can find just to 
stay at the same sustainability

Just remember, it all makes sense (eventually)

Summarizing …
(“Hey, wake up and write these down”)

• Affordable housing is human infrastructure

• Where jobs go to sleep at night

• And a great many more jobs go to virtual work many days

• Retrofitting affordable housing and cities for health security is a 10-year-job
• Medical, physical, operational, informational …

• … and eventually, economically sustainable

• With retrofitting comes the embedding of progressive social causes

• First wished for, then mandated, then financed, then operationalized

• Meanwhile, revitalizing America’s spatially isolated poor urban areas needs much more than LIHTC

• The pace of change will be metropolitan, the nexus of law and innovation state-level

• Inflation scrambles all the economic molecules

• It’s not safe but it sure is exciting

• … Assuming you survive it ☺
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Summarizing …
(“Hey, wake up and write these down”)

1. It’s increasingly urgent → Opportunity

a. NIMBY → YIMBY

b. Turn puzzles into asks for money, laws

2. Sell housing not for what it is, but what it does

a. Urban infrastructure → Affordable housing

b. Economic development → Affordable housing

c. Social inclusion → Affordable housing

3. The solution is its salesware

a. “A lot of times, people don't know what they want until you show 
it to them” – Steve Jobs

b. Design the solution and its aroma conjures the resources

4. Ask others to contribute only a discrete slice of the pie

• “These are my principles, and if you don’t like them …”

• “Well, I have others.”

Questions?     Answers!

5/10/2022
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Quality affordable housing 1941 Quality affordable housing 2027

AHMA PSW California Conference
David A. Smith • Affordable Housing Institute

9:00-11:00 am • Monday • May 16, 2022

Bunker Hill public housing, Charlestown, MA, publicly owned
Built 1940, 1,100 apartments, by 2021 Extremely Low Income

The future of affordable housing: Exit Covid, enter inflation!
Leading cities into the post-Covid environment

After complete multi-phase demolition and rebuilding on same site:
2,699 mixed-income apartments with public housing intermingled
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Supplemental slides
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Health Secure Housing
“Once you’re home, you’re safe”

Principles

▪ Everyone you live with is your ‘health family’

▪ We have a stake in each other’s wellness

▪ Wellness  Trust  Build trust over time

▪ 5 dimensions

▪ Medical: Discreet scan, real-time capture

▪ Physical: Airflow, contagion bubbles

▪ Operational: Resident services, staff training

▪ Informational: HUD, HIPAA, Opt-in data sharing

▪ Economic: Chattel lease, net lease

▪ Addressing ‘wrong pockets, wrong time’ issues

▪ Urgent priority → 10-year effort

Key interventions

1. Indoor air quality & data (CO2)

2. “Free-to-user” in-home broadband

▪ Availability: Strong signal, reaches in

▪ Accessibility: Customer can tap it

▪ Affordability: Up-front & ongoing

▪ FCC ruling, $50 per month (CARES Act)

3. Residents’ agency

▪ People know each other’s health

▪ Not passive tenants, active customers

4. Being an ‘economic occupant’

▪ Build wealth, harvest, transfer

▪ Worthwhile to reinvest in your home

HSH-driven paradigm shifts
Types of encounters, redefining space, and suddenly necessary infrastructure

5/10/2022
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▪ Three types of people  people socializing encounters

▪ Wet: Risk infecting others

▪ Dry: Can’t infect others, and know it

▪ Scrub: Disinfect anything you might have picked up

▪ Redefined ‘private-public’ space

▪ Private  Low-social  High-social  Public

▪ Atrium, courtyard, gathering and socialization places

▪ Active monitoring: discreet automated big data capture

▪ Intra-property cultural networks are people  people

▪ Infrastructure gaps → Digital divide → Public health imperative

▪ Wet commerce → Dry commerce → Free-to-user mobile banking

▪ Virtual education, work, socializing → Free-to-user in-home broadband

▪ Reversing ‘infrastructure gap’ → Reversing inequity & exclusion

▪ Poverty pockets → Infra gaps → Installation subsidy, mandate, or both

Chile open-air disinfection tunnel: hypochlorous
acid spray, 100x more effective than bleach, kills 
viruses instantly
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Emerging world: The case of India
Generation-skipping technology amid rampant poverty

• Information and vaccines, but before and after

• Before: Prevention, consumer education/ awareness

• Before: Delivery, drug supply chain – getting it there

• After: Wellness, is the home environment healthy?

• Formal and informal housing

• “Kevin Bacon coefficient”
• How many people do you get within 6’ of during a normal day?

• Essential jobs have high Kevin Bacon coefficients

• Migrant (seasonal) workers

• 80 million on roads when lockdown hit

• Massive internal remittances

• Indoor plumbing: women’s issues

• UTI’s, robbery, assault

• Castes and Dalits

• Generation-skipping technology

5/10/2022
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 Dabba wallahs: Customized daily lunches

 Contact tracing app, 170,000,000 downloads

 Covid testing on the spot
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